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InvisGard
Self-Healing

WHAT DOES IT DO?

ANTI-SCRATCH

Film

What is Paint
Protection Film
The Real 2nd Skin

SELF-HEALING
PPF (paint protection film) is a thermoplastic
urethane film applied to painted surfaces of a new or
used car in order to protect the paint from stone

HYDROPHOBIC

chips, bug splatters, and minor abrasions.
This film is also used on airplanes, RVs, cell phones,
electronics, screens, motorcycles and many other
areas. Paint protection film is commonly referred to

IMPROVED CLARITY

as clear bra, clear film, clear paint film, PPF and
other names.

DAMAGE RESISTANCE

INVISGARD

ANTISCRATCH

EXTREME
CLARITY

A strong defence when it comes
to shielding the areas of your
vehicle that are most vulnerable
to damage.

One of the best ways to preserve
the showroom quality finish of a
vehicle. It keeps vehicles looking
newer longer, without changing
the design features or color, by
creating a barrier and protecting
vulnerable areas

SELF HEALING
8mil of protection
In the event of a scratch that hasn’t breached the material,
special elastomeric polymers in the film cause the surface
to “heal” without having to do anything at all.
Innovative technology in the film causes minor scratches to
disappear, keeping the film and your vehicle finish looking
new.

HYDROPHOBIC
The benefit of having a
InvisGard is that it makes the
vehicle easier to clean and mud
or grime has a more difficult
time bonding with the vehicle's
surface.

InvisGard
Gloss

InvisGard
Satin

InvisGard
Glitter

Drive with Confidence

Drive in Style

Drive in Iridescent

InvisGard Gloss is a nearly invisible

InvisGard comes in a satin finish that

InvisGard Glitter takes industry

layer of sophisticated protection, with

turn your paint work into a frozen

technology to a new standard by

a high-shine finish that helps defend

satin sheen, while maintaining the

offering protection that changes

against all major enemies of pristine

base color.

your cars color at every angle. This

paint: rocks, salt, insects and road
debris.

metallic flake finished, rock chip
Satin not only prevents damage from

resistant, self-healing and

road debris and bug acids, but

hydrophobic film is a fan favorite

All layers of this advanced film are

enables you to easily wash and dry

that gives you the confidence to

formulated for optical clarity, and the

your car without fear of changing

protect your paint and take your

top coat offers added protection with

the luster of the finish.

paint to the next level of unique all

the power to self-heal, using heat from

at the same time.

the sun or an engine. This makes Paint

We stand behind InvisGard Satin’s

Protection Film Clear a significant

innovative paint protection film

It is a specially designed PPF

upgrade to automotive finish

technology with a 5-year limited

combining InvisGard's unique

performance.

warranty*, and pair it with our

Hydrophobic top coating with two-

handcrafted finish to help ensure an

toned, color-shifting micro-

ideal fit and smooth installation.

prismatic particles.

We stand behind InvisGard Clear’s
innovative paint protection film
technology with a 5-year limited
warranty*, and pair it with our
handcrafted finish to help ensure an
ideal fit and smooth installation.

InvisGard
Black Gloss

InvisGard
Carbon Gloss

Drive with Black

Drive in Flair

The crystal-clear gloss finish of

A revolutionary addition to our

InvisGard black-gloss transforms any

InvisGard series, our innovative gloss

color into a lustrous black, resulting in

carbon line completely transform

an unmistakable shine. Due to its

your vehicle. Boasting outstanding

specially designed top coating,

stretchability and adhesive

InvisGard Black Gloss offers

properties, our cutting-edge films

significantly greater contaminant

contain a separate color layer to

resistance compared to conventional

prevent any fading of their true

PPFs.

black coloration.

Our top coating acts as a barrier

A classic with a twist, Invisgard

against water spots, insects, bird

carbon gloss combines a timeless

droppings, road oils, reduced surface

sheen with our striking carbon-fiber

gloss, and yellowing caused by exhaust

pattern, offering distinctive flair.

smoke and pollution. Its excellent shockproofing qualities also protect against
chipping, scratches, and car wash
brushes, while scratches disappear in
an instant thanks to InvisGard Gloss
black’s self-healing properties.

INVISGARD IS THE PRIVATE LABEL OF EA DETAILER. WE HAVE ACCESS TO
U.S MANUFACTURER’S DATA AND CAN SOLVE ANY TECHNICAL BARRICADES
WITHIN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME AND THE BEST SOLUTION.
WE ARE CERTIFIED INSTALLER WITH TRAINING AND USES ONLY APPROVED
PRODUCTS FROM THE MANUFACTURER. ALL EA DETAILER BOUTIQUES ARE
INSTALLED WITH A DUST-FREE COATING ROOM SPECIALLY TO CARRY OUT
THE JOB AT THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE SPECIFICATIONS.

